The allele frequencies in human populations are used in different areas such as population genetics, forensic genetics and anthropological studies. Various different populations have been investigated their allele frequency distributions of polymorphic traits.
The frequencies of alleles in human populations reflect the genetic structure of populations and used in establishing the relationship of different populations to each other. Besides, these informations are valuable for the genetic, forensic and anthropological studies. [1, 2] For investigation of the allele frequeny distributions, mainly polymorphic systems such as blood group antigens, leucocyte antigens (HLA), erythrocyte enzymes, serum proteins, hemoglobin variants and STR loci of DNA are used. Up to now a vast amount of data on the allele frequencies of the polymorphic traits has been reported from various populations. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In the present study, Acid phosphatase 1 (ACP1), 
Materials and Methods
The blood samples were taken from 200 healty, 17- Starch gel electrophoresis were used to determine the phenotypes of ACP1, PGM1, GLO1, ESD, and HP phenotypes. The subtyping of PI system were performed by isoelectric focusing (IEF) on polyacrylamide gel. [13] Allele frequencies were calculated simply by gene counting method. The goodness of fit test between the observed values and those expected under the assumption of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were performed by using χ 2 -test.
Results
The observed and expected phenotype and the allele frequencies of the genetic markers studied are shown in Table 1 . The observed phenotype frequencies were in agreement with the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium expectations in all systems.
No rare electrophoretic variants of the GLO1, ESD and HP systems were detected in this Turkish population sample. However, in the ACP1 system, the CC rare homozygote phenotype was observed in one case. As shown in Table 1 , the allele frequency of ACP1*C calculated as 0.057. Besides, among the rare PGM1 variants, only PGM1*6 was encountered with the frequency of 0.002. Furthermore, rare variant, PI*S in the PI system has been observed. The allele frequency of PI*S was found to be 0.008 as seen in Table 1 .
Discussion
In order to investigate genetic composition of Turkish population, the allele frequencies of six genetic traits were calculated and compared with those of Asian and European populations.
ACP1
Previous studies indicated that geographic distribution of ACP1*B and ACP1*A alleles show a correlation with climate in Europe. The frequency of ACP1*B increases with the increase in the mean annual temperature. ACP1*B, the most common allele of this system, reach its highest frequency in African and Asian populations. [2] The ACP1*C allele, lack in most of African, Asians and Amerindians. [14] Our finding on the allele frequencies of ACP1 system (ACP1*A=0.250, ACP1*B=0.693, ACP1*C=0.057) corresponds with the previous data obtained in Turkey by Ates et al. [15] The figure of relatively high frequency of present ACP1*B Dönbak et al. 
PGM1
The distribution of PGM1*1 allele frequency is on the whole higher in Negroid and Mongoloid populations than in Caucasoid populations. [2] In the Caspian littoral populations, the frequency of PGM1*1 allele is rather low [16] [17] [18] and fit well to the range for Turkey (0.567-0.759) reported in earlier studies. [19, 20] 
GLO1
Indians from North America, Chenese population and
Negroes show a lower incidence of GLO1*1 (0.11-0.28).
Japanese population shows much less heterogeneity for the GLO polymorphism. While the allele frequency of GLO1*1 has a mean value of about 0.305 in Asian populations, this value is about 0.44 in European populations as shown in Meighen et al's study. [21] In the present study, frequency of GLO1*1 for Turkish population was found to be 0.373. This value is inbetween those of Asians and Europeans. It should also be pointed out that frequency of GLO1*1 allele is within the limits of previous Turkish studies, [19, 22, 23] which indicated the frequency to be between 0.363 and 0.428.
ESD
Cartwright et al. [24] and Ebeli-Struijk et al. [25] Iranian Turkomans (0.805). [26] However, considerable variability in the frequency of ESD*1 allele was observed for Turkey in earlier studies, with figures ranging from 0.619 to 0.897. [19, 27] The findings of the present study is in good agreement with those found in previous Turkish studies.
HP
Considering only the HP*1 allele frequencies of haptoglobin described in the literature, it may be said that [31] PI*S allele occur only sporadically in other population samples than Caucasian populations.
The allele frequencies of 3 traits (ACP1, ESD and HP) are similar to those of Asians, whereas those of 2 traits (PGM1 and PI) are close to European populations.
The allele frequency of GLO1 system is inbetween those of Asians and Europeans. In conclusion, the allele frequencies of Turkish population are closer to Asians than European populations. However, our Turkish population shows genetic influence of Europeans.
